Chromosome location of genes encoding human blood groups.
The chromosomal locations of genes controlling the expression of some 200 antigens constituting the 23 established human blood group systems have been reviewed. Twenty-one of the these genes are located on 12 autosomes, and two are located on the X chromosome. Refined chromosomal positions, to a single cytogenetically distinguishable band, have been established for 13 of the 23 genes. For the remainder, continued investigation will achieve the same result. The genes (RD, MER2, and OK) controlling the expression of one low-incidence and two high-incidence erythrocyte antigens have also been presented. Of these, OK is the most likely candidate for blood group system status, because its chromosomal location distinguishes it from all established system genes except LE and LW, and, the product of the OK gene is different from those of LE and LW (Table 3). This issue will be considered at the next meeting (scheduled for July 1998) of the ISBT Working Party. Alternatively, RD and MER2 are not good candidates for blood group system status because RD and MER2 reside in chromosomal regions containing genes for other blood group systems. In addition, the products of RD and SC have similar biochemical characteristics, and the product of MER2 has not yet been defined (Table 3). The challenge remaining for blood group scientists is characterization of genes that control expression of the approximately 50 other known erythrocyte antigens. Most of these are members of the ISBT's 700 (low-incidence) or 901 (high-incidence) series. Because the current genetic information for each of these antigens (attained by serologic investigation) varies considerably, future studies will have to rely on "tools" from related disciplines to provide the additional information. Use of resources such as molecular biological protocols and GBD should facilitate the effort.